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Naruto's friends are tested as an attempt to overthrow Tsunade begins and they must all fight--or fall.
New secrets about Pain are revealed, but they only add to the mystery of his identity. As Pain commences
with the final destruction of Konoha, Naruto and the Toads prepare to take him on in battle. Can Naruto
save his beloved village? -- VIZ Media
Yukie Sakai is a sprightly young home health aide eager to help her elderly clients. But what seems like
a straightforward job quickly turns into a series of increasingly surreal and bizarre adventures that
put Yukie’s wits to the test! Cartoonist Kago, who is well known for combining a more traditional manga
style with hyper realistic illustration technique, an experimental visual storytelling approach, and
outrageously sexual and scatological subject matter, has single-handedly created his own genre:
“fashionable paranoia."
A pair of twisted siblings-Yuuma, a young man obsessed with the devil, and Chizumi, the worst little
sister in recorded history-cause all sorts of tragic and terrifying things to happen wherever they go.
These scary short stories will shock you with a literal interpretation of the ills that plague modern
society.
Only the most powerful warriors are able to transcend their human bodies and become something even
greater—samurai. Samurai carry special souls within themselves and can travel through space as easily as
walking the earth. Hachimaru has always dreamed of becoming a samurai, but he’s as weak as they come.
He’s so sickly that he can’t even eat solid foods. Being too weak to leave the house may have turned
Hachimaru into an expert at video games, but with enough heart, could he become a true samurai? -- VIZ
Media
Naruto Returns
Naruto, Vol. 58
Heathen Volume 3
Naruto, Vol. 46
I Love You Guys
Tired of menial tasks, Naruto, Sasuke and Sakura ask for a tougher assignment. But you should always be
careful what you wish for! Along with their teacher, Kakashi, the trio must now guard a cranky old man
from the Land of the Waves. But Tazuna the bridgebuilder is in more danger than anyone could have
imagined. And now the young ninja are too!
Recommended for mature readers. May contain graphic or disturbing imagery.
The fourth volume contains five tales of folklore set in colonial-era Africa, Australia, and the South
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Pacific, presented in English for the first time since their groundbreaking debut in the 1970s and
1980s. Included are THE KOKOMBO DOSSIER, BWUMA MY SON
Naruto’s sensei Kakashi believes that the diablolical Zabuza survived their last battle. Now, in
anticipation of their enemy’s return, Kakashi puts Naruto, Sasuke and Sakura through rigorous training
programs to increase their focus and control. This time, the job of protecting the old bridge builder
Tazuna and his family will be a hundred times more difficult! -- VIZ Media
The Cradle of Life
UZUMAKI, Vol. 1 (2ND EDITION)
Dementia 21 Vol. 2
Something is Killing the Children Vol. 1
Beautiful Darkness

Own the manga thrill ride that changed global comics and inspired the James Cameron and Robert Rodriguez's
cyberpunk action film Alita: Battle Angel! This new paperback edition features an updated translation in six affordable,
300-page volumes. Contains chapters 10-17 of Battle Angel Alita. In a dump in the lawless settlement of Scrapyard, far
beneath the mysterious space city of Zalem, disgraced cyber-doctor Daisuke Ido makes a strange find: the detached
head of a cyborg woman who has lost all her memories. He names her Alita and equips her with a powerful new body, the
Berserker. While Alita remembers no details of her former life, a moment of desperation reawakens in her nerves the
legendary school of martial arts known as Panzer Kunst. In a place where there is no justice but what people make for
themselves, Alita decides to become a hunter-killer, tracking down and taking out those who prey on the weak. But can
she hold onto her humanity as she begins to revel in her own bloodlust?
Punpun was an average kid in an average town... But things have changed. The love of his life wants to kill him. His
parents got divorced. And God is being mean to him. What are you going to do now, Punpun? -- VIZ Media
The first game starts with a bang, but Ryohei manages to beat the clock and save his friends. It’s a short-lived victory,
however, as they discover that winning only earns them a few days’ grace period. If they want to get home, they’re going
to have to start playing a lot harder. -- VIZ Media
Umezz’s classic horror manga opens with “Sisters,” in which Orochi affects the lives of two wealthy siblings who
couldn’t be more alike...or more different. Next, in “Bones,” Orochi helps a man come back to life after a terrible accident,
but resurrection can be a deadly business... -- VIZ Media
Samurai 8: The Tale of Hachimaru, Vol. 1
GYO, Vol. 2 (2nd Edition)
Cumulated Index Medicus
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Signed Edition
Kurôzu-cho, a small fogbound town on the coast of Japan, is cursed. But the spirit which haunts it does not have a name or a
body, only a shape: uzumaki the spiral, the hypnotic secret shape of the world. It possessed the father of teenage Kirie's
withdrawn boyfriend Shuichi, causing him to remake himself in its image before he died. It grows in ferns, in seashells, in
curls of hair, and in the crooked folds of the human brain. Giant snails are sighted near the high school. An eerie glow shines
from the abandoned lighthouse. Mosquitoes fly in drowsy curves and feed on blood. As more people are caught in the
pattern, over the town of Kurôzu-cho hangs the spiral smoke of cremated corpses; because even in death, there is no
escape...
Kurouzu-cho, a small fogbound town on the coast of Japan, is cursed. According to Shuichi Saito, the withdrawn boyfriend of
teenager Kirie Goshima, their town is haunted not by a person or being but a pattern: UZUMAKI, the spiral—the hypnotic
secret shape of the world. The bizarre masterpiece horror manga is now available all in a single volume. Fall into a whirlpool
of terror! -- VIZ Media
In a dump in the lawless settlement of Scrapyard, far beneath the mysterious space city of Zalem, disgraced cyber-doctor
Daisuke Ido makes a strange find: the detached head of a cyborg woman who has lost all her memories. He names her Alita
and equips her with a powerful new body, the Berserker. While Alita remembers no details of her former life, a moment of
desperation reawakens in her nerves the legendary school of martial arts known as Panzer Kunst. In a place where there is
no justice but what people make for themselves, Alita decides to become a hunter-killer, tracking down and taking out those
who prey on the weak. But can she hold onto her humanity as she begins to revel in her own bloodlust?
Kabuto’s hold over his army of undead minions tightens as he senses that he’s losing power over the stronger members of
his Immortal Corps, including Nagato Pain. Sasuke’s brother, Itachi, may have the best chance of breaking Kabuto’s hold.
But he’s still not completely in control of his actions, which means Naruto may have to take him down once and for all. -VIZ Media
Fragments of Horror
Black Metal Omnibvs
Uzumaki (3-in-1 Deluxe Edition)
Dissolving Classroom
Battle Angel Alita 2 (Paperback)

Years of war and famine and have plunged Joseon into chaos. The young Prince Yi Moon, having
lost all his bodyguards to an assassination attempt, has no choice but to turn to the mountain
bandit Jae-ha for help. But as the unlikely pair race to find safety in a world gone mad, it
becomes horrifyingly clear that humans aren’t the only thing they must fear! In a bonus story, a
secluded island becomes a private battlefield as the notorious Japanese criminal Juu and the
infamous Korean felon Han face off against each other. But they aren’t the only ones on the
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island... -- VIZ Media
Shawn and Sam Stronghand are misunderstood twins with a mysterious lineage and a penchant for
the darkest of metal. When they acquire the latest Frost Axe album and play it backwards their
grim destiny is revealed. Empowered by the legendary sword of Atoll, the brothers set out on an
epic quest to fulfill ancient prophecy and crush any that stand in their way! Combining
frostbitten fantasy and brutal adventure, this most epic tome of blackest metal contains all
three volumes of the critically acclaimed trilogy by writer Rick Spears and Eisner Award-winning
artist Chuck BB.
Makoto “Smile” Tsukimoto and his friend Yutaka “Peco” Hoshino have been playing table tennis
since they were kids, but as they enter high school, they find that the game has changed. Seeing
potential in them that they themselves don’t fully realize, the coach recruits them for the
school team. Bringing out their best will mean challenging the top players from rival schools in
the summer tournament, including an ace Chinese exchange student who almost made the Olympic
team. With the pressure on, can Smile and Peco take the heat and make it into the finals? -- VIZ
Media
At last Aydis enters the land of the gods, but when she comes face-to-face with the god king
Odin, will she be able to sway him? Meanwhile, the friends she's left behind must band with
Aydis's family to stop Odin's army, even if it means standing against the Valkyrie themselves.
Dementia 21
The First Key
Naruto, Vol. 3
Battle Angel Alita
The Kingdom of the Gods
After the destruction of the world's ecosystem, a gentle princess named Nausicaa attempts to protect Earth's
natural resources.
Trapped on an island filled with the stench of mutating bodies, can teenager Tadashi save his girlfriend from a
fate worse than death? Or will the cure prove worse than the disease? Hold your breath until all is
revealed--along with the final stinking secrets of the "walking fish of Okinawa"!
When children begin to go missing in the town of Archer’s Peak, all hope seems lost until a mysterious woman
arrives to reveal that terrifying creatures are behind the chaos - and that she alone will destroy them, no matter
the cost. IT’S THE MONSTERS WHO SHOULD BE AFRAID. When the children of Archer's Peak—a sleepy town
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in the heart of America—begin to go missing, everything seems hopeless. Most children never return, but the
ones that do have terrible stories—impossible details of terrifying creatures that live in the shadows. Their only
hope of finding and eliminating the threat is the arrival of a mysterious stranger, one who believes the children
and claims to be the only one who sees what they can see. Her name is Erica Slaughter. She kills monsters. That
is all she does, and she bears the cost because it must be done. GLAAD Award-winning writer James Tynion IV
(The Woods, Batman: Detective Comics) teams with artist Werther Dell’Edera (Briggs Land) for an all-new story
about staring into the abyss. Collects Something is Killing the Children #1-5.
All 12 volumes of Death Note in one monstrously large edition! This hefty omnibus combines all 2,400 pages of
the megahit thriller into a single massive tome, presented in a beautiful silver slipcase. A perfect collectible
conversation piece and a must-have for Death Note fans. Also contains an epilogue chapter never before seen in
English! Light Yagami is an ace student with great prospects—and he's bored out of his mind. But all that
changes when he finds the Death Note, a notebook dropped by a rogue Shinigami death god. Any human whose
name is written in the notebook dies, and now Light has vowed to use the power of the Death Note to rid the
world of evil. But when criminals begin dropping dead, the authorities send the legendary detective L to track
down the killer. With L hot on his heels, will Light lose sight of his noble goal…or his life?
The Collected Toppi Vol. 4
Index to IEEE Publications
Naruto, Vol. 71
Death Note (All-in-One Edition)
Orochi: The Perfect Edition, Vol. 1

In the village of Konohagakure, school is literally a battlefield where classmates are ninjas in
training competing to become the greatest ninja in the land.
A new collection of delightfully macabre tales from a master of horror manga. An old wooden
mansion that turns on its inhabitants. A dissection class with a most unusual subject. A
funeral where the dead are definitely not laid to rest. Ranging from the terrifying to the
comedic, from the erotic to the loathsome, these stories showcase Junji Ito’s long-awaited
return to the world of horror. -- VIZ Media
A survival horror tale about a cat's journey after society collapses. Civilization is dead.
Zombies roam the earth. When Jin, a young man trying to survive the chaos of this new
reality, rescues a cat from certain death, the pair sets off on a quest to find Jin's wife, who
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may yet be alive. Originally published as three volumes in Japan, this engrossing and
surprising seinen tale will be available in English for the first time in one oversized omnibus.
There's an urban legend that says late at night, sometimes a young girl dressed in gothic
lolita clothing will appear by garbage dumps to ask a question. Any who answer will, without
fail, die a twisted death. And tonight, another young boy will find himself enveloped by this
horror...
Naruto
Alice in Borderland, Vol. 1
Anime and Manga Recognized Articles
Ping Pong, Vol. 1
Dreams
A group of little people find themselves without a home in this horror fantasy classic Newly homeless, a group
of fairies find themselves trying to adapt to their new life in the forest. As they dodge dangers from both without
and within, optimistic Aurora steps forward to organize and help build a new community. Slowly, the world
around them becomes more treacherous as petty rivalries and factions form. Beautiful Darkness became a
bestseller and an instant classic when it was released in 2014. This paperback edition of the modern horror
classic contains added material, preparatory sketches, and unused art. While Kerascoët mix gorgeous
watercolors and spritely cartoon characters, Fabien Vehlmann takes the story into bleaker territory as the
seasons change and the darkness descends. As with any great horror, there are moments of calm and jarring
shocks while a looming dread hangs over the forest.
Shuichi Saito, the withdrawn boyfriend of teenager Kirie Goshima, believes that his town is haunted by the
uzumaki, a spiral, hypnotic secret shape of the world that manifests itself in various ways and causes madness
among the inhabitants.
UZUMAKI, Vol. 2 (2ND EDITION)VIZ Media LLC
Issues for 1973- cover the entire IEEE technical literature.
Fiziologicheski? zhurnal SSSR imeni I.M. Sechenova
Naruto vs. Itachi
Goodnight Punpun, Vol. 2
Gyo, Vol. 1
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Ibitsu

Signed Special Edition of "Did you Hear What Eddie Gein Done?"
When her best friend is once again cheated upon by her boyfriend, Penny decides to form a club that identifies jerks and
steers girls away from them and toward nice boys, but finds it more difficult than she thought.
Devilishly funny, absurdist manga short stories about a sprightly home aide caring for a series of eccentric patients. In Vol.
2, Yukie boldly decides to join the resistance ― against a squadron of maniacal diapers hell-bent on taking over the world!
A shorthanded hospital hires zombies to care for its patients, but … what exactly do they eat? When an old man creates a
machine that causes out-of-body experiences, what could possibly go wrong? And why are children getting rocket
launchers in their stockings? Three words: Santa has dementia!
With the Infinite Tsukuyomi activated, the entire world is plunged into darkness. And to make matters worse, Black Zetsu
has revived Kaguya, the very originator of chakra. Naruto and Sasuke have been given special powers by the Sage of Six
Paths, but can they seal away Kaguya before she destroys everything?! -- VIZ Media
Nausicaä of the Valley of Wind
UZUMAKI, Vol. 2 (2ND EDITION)
Fool's Gold Volume 1
The Walking Cat: A Cat's-Eye-View of the Zombie Apocalypse (Omnibus Vol. 1-3)
Did You Hear What Eddie Gein Done?

A woman walks alone at the foot of Mount Sengoku. A man appears, saying he s been waiting for her, and invites her
to a nearby village. Surprisingly, the village is covered in hairlike volcanic glass fibers, and all of it shines a bright gold.
At night, when the villagers perform their custom of gazing up at the starry sky, countless unidentified flying objects
come raining down on them̶the opening act for the terror about to occur! -- VIZ Media
Naruto 1
The Tests of the Ninja
Sensor
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